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ABSTRACT 

ni Measurement of Spin Parameters A and A „ r nn 

in np and pp Elastic Scattering at 6 GeV/c 

by 

Mark M. Calkin 

The spin parameters A and Ann have been measured for np and 

pp elastic scattering at 6 GeV/c using a 12 GeV/c polarized deuteron 

beam and a polarized proton target at the Argonne ZGS. The recoil 

proton was measured by a conventional magnetic spectrometer, while 

the scattered neiitron/proton was detected in a brass-scintillator 

neutron converter/detector. Clean elastic signals were seen in 

both reactions. 

Our results on pp elastic scattering show that A and Ann are 

small and positive, in agreement with previous measurements. In 

np elastic scattering, we find that Ann ^ -10% over the t-range 

0.25<-t<0.60 (GeV/c)2. 
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Go with me to a notary, seal me there 

Your single bond, and, in a merry sport, 

If you repay me not on such a day, 

In such a place, such sum or sums as are 

Expressed in the condition, let the forfeit 

Be nominated for an equal pound 

Of your fair flesh, to be cut off and taken 

In what part of your body pleaseth me. 

Shylock from The Merchant of Venice 

by 
William Shakespeare 



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Since the advent of the polarized beam in 1973 at the Argonne 

ZGS, high energy measurements of spin-spin effects have been 

realized. In particular, spin asymmetry and correlation parameters 

for nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering have been emphasized, since 

this fundamental scattering process is fairly easy to measure. 

Surprising and unexpected data has resulted over the entire spec¬ 

trum of energies available at the ZGS. 

At the maximum available energy, a Michigan group measured 

the pp elastic spin correlation parameter at 11.75 GeV/c with a 

polarized beam and polarized target [Crl]. They found the ratio 

of spin parallel to antiparailei differential cross sections was 

near unity over most of the angular range, but the ratio rose rap¬ 

idly to 4 at A recent paper [Wol] seems to indicate 

that this structure may be a result of the spin-spin interaction 

of constituent quarks in the proton. The large angle hard scatter 

(p| > 3.6 (GeV/c)^) spin-spin structure may be a result of the 

quark-quark spin interaction. 

At the other end of the energy spectrum, our group recently 

measured the same spin parameters in the 1 to 3 GeV/c region [Bel]. 

Significant struture was found in both the angular and energy 
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dependence of the spin parameters. In particular, the spin 

correlation parameter at 0^ ^ =90° shows remarkable energy depen- 

ence with a sharp peak at P-j.34 GeV/c. In fact, the spin 

parallel to spin anti parai lei cross section is about 15. This 

extreme spin dependence may be a manifestation of dibaryon resonaces. 

Nucleon-nucleon measurements have not been restricted to pp 

elastic scattering, but the inherent difficulties in detecting the 

neutron has limited the amount of data available in np and pp 

elastic scattering. Single spin asymmetry measurements with a 

polarized proton beam and unpolarized deuteron target at P-jab=® GeV/c 

have been made [Dil,Mal]. The np elastic asymmetry is negative 

for -t greater than 0.5 (GeV/c)^, and decreases monotonically to a 

value of -45% at -t of 8. (GeV/c)2. The pp elastic asymmetry at 

Plab=6‘ GeV/c 1S Positiv® ancl small over the entire angular range 

[Mil]. 

This striking difference motivated the measurement of the 

spin correlation parameter for np elastic scattering, so it could 

be compared with spin correlation parameter for pp elastic scattering. 

A polarized beam is helpful in making this measurement. A polarized 

deuteron target gives only -v-1 /5 of the polarization that a polarized 

deuteron beam can. Combining this with the fact that only a small 

portion of the scattered neutrons can be detected, the higher 

polarization is needed for a meaningful statisical measurement. 

The availability of a 12 GeV/c polarized deuteron beam (Effectively 

a 6 GeV/c neuton/proton beam) and a good deal of previous np and 
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pp elastic scattering spin measurements [Dil,Mil,Bol] (for compar¬ 

ison) made the experiment practical. 

We measured the spin asymmetry parameter A and spin correlation 

parameter Ann for np and pp elastic scattering at 6 GeV/c for 

-t=0.25 to 0.60 (GeV/c)^ with a transversely polarized deuteron 

beam incident upon a transversely polarized proton target. Consis¬ 

tency measurements of op elastic spin parameters and the np elastic 

asymmetry were made along with the new np elastic spin correlation 

parameter measurement. We measured the angles of the scattered 

neutron/proton with a neutron detector and the recoil proton's 

momentum and angles with a conventional magnetic spectrometer. 

The spin parameters A and Ann have simple physical definitions. 

A is essentially the difference between the differential cross 

section da/dt for up and down beam polarizations divided by their 

sum. Whereas A is the difference between the differential cross nn 
sections for spin parallel and anti parailei divided by their sum. 

Ann is the measure of the correlations of particle spins due to 

the direct spin-spin interaction. 

We found that Ann for np elastic scattering was small and 

negative with a value of about -10% between -t=0.25 to 0.60 (GeV/c)^. 

This compares with a Ann for pp elastic scattering that is smaller 

and positive. A Michigan group's data at -^.8 and 1.1 (GeV/c)^ 

has the same features with A *>20%. 



CHAPTER 2 

Experimental Method 

2.1 Polarized Deuteron Source 

The polarized proton source is a ground state atomic 

beam devise that was modified to be a polarized deuteron source 

where deuterium gas goes in and polarized deuterons come out. 

Polarizing deuterons required replacing a hydrogen bottle with 

a deuterium gas bottle and changing the RF for 3 transitions in¬ 

stead of 2 [Pal]. 

Figure 1 shows the energy level diagram for deuterium with 

6 hyperfine states as a function of external magnetic field strength. 

In weak fields, the electron spins m- and the nucleon spins 

couple and are characterized by F (F=l/2,3/2), the total angular 

momentum, and m (m=±l/2,3/2), the projection of F along the field 

direction. In the strong field region, the spins are decoupled 

and the states are characterized by mj (mj=±l/2) and m-j (m.j=±l,0), 

the projections of the spins in the field direction. In the 

m.j=±l states, the deuteron spin is aligned (parallel or anti parai 1 el ) 

to the magnetic field, while the m^O state lies in the plane nor¬ 

mal to the field. 

The electron spin states mj=±l/2 are separated and polarized 
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Figure lî Magnetic splitting of the hyperfine states of the 
deuterium atom* 
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by a Stern-Gerlach sextupole magnet. The magnet removes the 

deuterons in states 4,5,6 and subsequent RF transitions select¬ 

ively shift states 1,2,3 into states 4,5,6 as shown in the 

following Table 1 : 

Table 1: RF Transitions 

Type Transition 

1—4 
Weak Field 2—3 

5—6 

3-5 
Strong Field 2—6 

The beam then passes through a strong field ionizer. By passing 

slowly through the strong field of the solenoid magnet of the ion¬ 

izer, the spins are aligned along the beam axis. An electron gun 

mounted coaxially at the entrance ionizes about 1% of the atoms, 

which are subsequently extracted by a 20 KV extraction electrode. 

The longitudinally polarized deuterons are flipped to transverse 

polarization by deflection by 90° through an electrostatic mirror 

[Mi2]. 

The vector polarization of the beam is 

Pz=(N+-N+)/(Nt+No+N+) (1) 

where N+, No, and N+ are the fractional populations of the +1, 

0, and -1 deuteron spin states respectively. N+aN+=No in an un- 



polarized beam. Note that since RF transitions can only shift 

spin states by 1, the maximum deuteron polarization is ±2/3. 

2.2 Acceleration and Depolarization 

The deuterons are accelerated to 375 KeV in the Cockcroft- 

Walton preaccelerator and to 25 MeV by the 50 MeV proton LINAC. 

The ZGS RF system was modified to handle acceleration of 1.5x10^ 

deuterons/pulse to 12 GeV/c. 

Surprisingly, depolarizing resonances were a problem in pol¬ 

arized deuteron acceleration. Intrinsic and imperfection depolar¬ 

ization resonances are located at energies E for which either of 

two relations 

Intrinsic (l/2g-l)E/m = ±kP ±Vv (2) 
Imperfection (l/2g-l)E/m = ±k y (3) 

are satisfied. P is the section number of the machine, Vy is the 

vertical betatron tune, k is and integer, m is the accelerated 

particle's mass, and g is its g factor. (l/2g-l) is 1.73 for 

protons and -0.143 for deuterons. With Vy=0.82 and P=4, there are 

10 intrinsic and 22 imperfection resonaces (k=l,2,3,4,5) for protons 

accelerated to 12 GeV/c. For deuterons, the first (k=l) intrinsic 

resonance occurs at 35 GeV/c and the first (k=l) imperfection 

resonance occurs at 13 GeV/c, which are both above the maximum 

ZGS energy. 

However, there was an unexpected serious 0±Vy intrinsic de¬ 

polarizing resonance which does not occur for protons. Substituting 

k=0 into equation (2), E/m=0.45 for protons which is below the 

physical limit of 1. This resonance for deuterons occurs at 10.3 
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GeV/c where a fast tune shift with the pulsed quadrupoles was used 

to pass the resonance. Fortunately, the resonance strength is 

proportional to (l/2g-l), so that the resonance is weakened with 

respect to protons by a factor of 12.5 because of the deuteron's 

small magnetic moment. 

This resonance also required a shift from the normal Vx=2/3 

resonance extraction mode to the Vx=l mode. The relation 

Vx+Vy=1.33 holds at the ZGS, so that in the Vx=2/3 mode, Vx is 

shifted from 0.82 to 0.67 and Vy is shifted from 0.82 to 0.94. 

The Vx=2/3 mode allowed the depolarization condition during ex¬ 

traction at 12 GeV/c in equation (2) to be satisfied again. This 

problem was solved by extracting by the V *1 mode, where VY goes 

to 1. and Vy goes to 0.57, which doesn't cross the depolarizing 

resonance. However, the Vx=l mode caused unexpected beam micro¬ 

structure, which lead to high accidental rates in our counters. 

We were limited to ten good days of running at the end of the 

cycle as a result of this problem. 

2.3 Polarimeter 

The University of Michigan's pp elastic polarimeter 

shown in Figure 2, was used to measure the deuteron polarization 

[Cr2]. It consisted of two identical double arm spectrometers L 

and R, each containing identical magnets and scintillation counters. 

Since the neutron and proton spins are aligned in the spin 1 

deuteron, measuring the proton polarization is equivalent to 
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measuring the neutron polarization. The polarimeter detected 

-t=1.13 (GeV/c)2 pp elastic scattering events where the analyzing 

power A is 14.4±0.5% [Bol]. The beam polarization was obtained by 

Pb = (1/A)((L-R)/(L+R)) (4) 

where (L-R)(L+R) is the measured asymmetry. A 10% polarization 

measurement was obtained in an hour. 

We obtained the beam polarization as a function of time from 

the Michigan grouo. The beam polarization was then superimposed 

on our runs as a function of time. The Michigan runs typically 

last three hours, with an average polarization over that period. 

Our runs had a typical duration of one hour. We believe that the 

matched-up beam polarization is reliable because the ZGS beam 

polarization was roughly constant in time. The beam polarization 

averaged 53% over the cycle. 

2.4 Polarized Proton Target 

We used the Rice-Argonne Polarized Proton Target (PPT-VI) 

for this experiment. The polarization was obtained dynamically by 

the "solid-state effect". The excitation of "forbidden" electron 

transitions by a RF microwave energy source gives rise to this 

solid-state effect. The continual Dumping of electrons allows the 

free protons, which have a much longer spin lattice relaxation time, 

to build up spin polarization. 

The Rice-Argonne PPT-VI is a conventional He^-He^ cryostat 

which operates at 0.5K. The target is 7 cm long by 2 cm in diameter 
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and contained ethonedial (C2H5O2) doped with chromium paramagnetic 

complexes. The target was situated in a uniform magnetic field of 

2.5 T produced by a non-transient superconducting magnet SCM1. 

The polarization was induced by a 70 GHz carcinotron microwave 

source, and the polarization was monitored by a 106.5 MHz NMR 

system. The target polarization averaged 80% over the run. 

2.5 Spectrometer 

The experimental spectrometer consisting of a neutron 

(fast) and proton (slow) arm is shown in Figure 3. The scintill¬ 

ators SIA, SIB, S2, S3, and S4 were used for the fast trigger. 

S3 and S4 were also used to determine particle identity from pulse 

height and time of flight information. The scintillators SV, SIA, 

and SIB were used to tag neutron/proton events and to determine 

which brass plate (B1 or B2) a conversion occured. 

The multiwire proportional counters (MWPC) PI, P2, P3, and 

P4 determined particle trajectories , which in turn gave the 

momentum and angles of the recoil proton and the angles of the 

scattered neutron/proton. The chambers consisted of planes of 

thin wires with 0.1" spacing oriented orthogonally to form a x-y 

grid. The position sensitivity was 0.05" in each coordinate. See 

Table 2 for the position and sizes of the various detectors. 

The neutron detector on the fast arm consisted of scintillators 

(SIA, SIB, and SV), MWPCs (PI and P2), two 1 1/2" brass plates 

(B1 and B2), and a thin lead sheet. The lead was used to convert 
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Table 2: Detector Sizes and Positions 

Size (Inches) Position from Target (Inches) 

MWPC 

PI 11x11 119 
P2 11x11 131 
P3 8x5 48 
P4 11x8 96 
P5 30x8 219 
P6 30x11 283 

Scintillator 

S V 12x12 107 
S1A 10.5x10.5 114 
SIB 10.5x10.5 125 
S2 14x14 136 
S3 9x6 53 
S4 36x12 300 

Others 

Pb 12x12 106 
B1 10.5x12 112 
B2 10.5x12 117 
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photons into e+e- showers which would trigger the veto counter SV. 

The veto counter identified an event as a neutron or proton can¬ 

didate. The brass-scintillator sandwich (Bl, SIA, B2, SIB) had a 

neutron converter/detector function. Three inches of brass allowed 

<\40% of the neutrons to interact strongly, where the possibility 

of detectable charged protons and/or pions could be produced. The 

coincidence S1A»S1B or ^S1A*S1B determined if the neutron converted 

in Bl or B2 respectively. The MWPCs PI and P2 in turn determine 

the trajectories of resultant charged particles. This allows a 

line to be drawn back to the correct brass plate from which a second 

line drawn to the target is used to determine the neutron/proton 

scattering angles 02 and $2. 

A Monte Carlo computer program was used to study various as- 

Dects of the neutron detector before the experimental run (See 

Appendix 1). The positioning of the neutron detector was optimized 

and the detection efficiency was calculated by the Monte Carlo. 

The optimal setup occured when the component parts were as close 

together as possible and the planes were offset to low angles to 

pick up the more copiously produced reactants from low t scatters. 

The program calculated a neutron detection efficiency of 3.7% which 

was 25 times less than the detection efficiency for protons. The 

experimental number for the ratio of neutron to proton tags was 

23.5 which is in good agreement with the program. The most important 

experimental prediction was that single track events would be the 
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dominant event topology with 95% of all the good events. The ex¬ 

perimental value was about 93% single tracks with the rest being 

double track events. This prediction along with the experimental 

result allowed us to ignore the contribution of multi-track events. 

2.6 Data Acquisition 

The data taking was controlled by a DEC PDP 11/45 computer. 

The computer wrote all relevant data to magnetic tape whenever an 

event occured. The information written to tape consisted of all 

plane readouts, tag information, and scintillator pulse heights 

and time of flights. The scalers were periodically updated and 

the final scalers were written in an end of run buffer. In addition 

on-line analysis was carried out on a portion of the data as an error 

checking safeguard. 

The electronic logic which determined event selection contained 

two subsections, strobe and tag logic. A strobe to the MWPCs was 

generated when the following coincidence (SlA+SlB)*S2*S3*S4*'vBUSY 

resulted. The strobe enables the MWPCs for their readout sequence. 

The coincidence gate timing was adjusted according to kinematics. 

The widths were loose enough to accept kinematical differences 

(especially on the neutron arm) and were tight enough to prevent 

excessive dead time. The strobe logic appears in Figure 4. 

The tag logic was used to determine if an event was a neutron 

or proton candidate in the neutron detector. A neutron candidate 

was tagged if the ^CV-(SIA+SlB)-S2-S3-S4 coincidence condition held, 
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and a proton candidate was tagged if the CV*(S1A+S1B)*S2*S3*S4 

coincidence condition held. A tag in coincidence with a strobe 

was an event. The tag logic appears in Figure 5. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Data Analysis 

3.1 Preliminary Analysis 

The data was analyzed by a two step process. A prelim¬ 

inary analysis reduced the MWPC readouts in the proton arm into 

physical angles and momenta which were written onto data summary 

tapes (DST). Cuts were made on scintillator pulse heights and 

time of flights (TOF), as well as on the geometry at the target 

and in the magnet. The events from the neutron detector were 

analyzed to determine the scattering angles. This process reduced 

the original 34 tapes into 2 DSTs, which were analyzed in the 

second stage of analysis. 

The particle identification (neutron/proton) in the neutron 

arm was accomplished in the hardware tag logic according to whether 

the veto scintillator was on or off. There was a clear pulse 

height separation in the neutron and proton candidates as seen in 

Figure 6. 

The determination of which of the brass plates a neutron 

event came from and the neutron's scattering angle was straight¬ 

forward. There were two possible firing conditions for SIA and 

SIB. If SIA and SIB were on the neutron converted in the first 
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plate, and if only SIB fired the neutron converted in the second 

brass plate. The TOF to SIA (T0F1A) gave a distinct separation 

for SI A on and off as seen in Figure 7. The "infinite" TOFs occur 

when the scintillator is off and the physical TOFs occur when the 

scintillator in on. Knowing the correct brass plate, a line is 

drawn through the MWPC coordinates of PI and P2 to a point in the 

center of that brass plate. That point and the center of the tar¬ 

get are connected by a line from which the neutron's angles 02 and 

$2 can be determined. 

The determination of the proton's angles were not as straight¬ 

forward. A simple plate identification is impossible, since it 

is not possible to determine if the proton interacted or went through 

the brass. However, a simple step-by-step procedure can be used. 

The assumption is made that an interaction occurs in the first 

brass plate. A quantity , which is the scattering angle of 

the outgoing particle(s) is calculated. Calculating 0t>rass is 

equivalent to seeing if the proton came from the target. The 

proton is considered noninteracting if ©t,rass 
1S less than 2°, 

which is the width one would expect from multiple scattering in 

the brass and the wire spacing resolution of the MWPCs. If the 

proton is noninteracting, e2 and $2 are calculated from the resolved 

point in the first brass plate. 

If is greater than 2°, and interaction is assumed. 

The quantities ©2, $2» and D©2 (the opening angle) are calculated 
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Plate Separation as Determined from TOFlfl 

o 
o 

Figure 7? The TOF to scintillator S1A gave a clear indica~ 
tion as to whether the neutron events Interacted In the 
first or second brass plate. The "Infinite11 TOFs occur when 
S1A was off and the physioal TOFs occur when S1A fired. 
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for each brass plate. The angles 02 and $2 are choosen according 

to which brass plate gave the smallest D02. About 50% of the 

proton events were interacting, and these events had ^rass
anc* 

^brass’ ebrass anc* $brass (the azimuthal angle of the interaction) 
distributions similar to neutron events. The Xbra$s and Ybra$s 

distributions for neutrons are shown in Figure 8 

The scintillator cuts were essentially on inelastic events 

producing deuterons or pions in the proton arm. The pulse height 

and TOF distributions for S4 are shown in Figure 9. In the S4 

puTse height distribution, the low peak was due to fast pions and 

the high peak was due to slow deuterons. In S4's TOF distribution, 

the peak in the fast TOF was due to pions. The cuts were made as 

shown. Also nonsense events S1A*%S1B*S2 were removed by cutting 

on infinite TOFs for SIB. 

The geometry cuts consisted of target and magnet cuts. Figure 

10 shows Y and Z at the target, which were determined at X at the 

target = 0. These histograms reconstructed the target. The 

physical dimensions of the target are 55 half-wires (1 half-wire=0.05") 

in Z by 16 half-wires in Y, which was in excellent agreement with 

the reconstructed widths of 55 and 15 half-wires respectively. 

The bump in Z at the target at ^50 half-wires was due to the 

target casing. Magnet cuts were also made. 

At this level of analysis a large percentage of neutron tagged 

events were lost. In a typical run , pion, deuteron, and SlA-vSlB*S2 
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Position In T 

Posit!on 1n X 

Figure 8î The neutron interaotion vertex distributions 
both brass plates for both X and Y. 

In 



Cuts on Scintillator 4 
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0 TOF to S4 
o 
o 

Pulse Height S4 

Figure Cuts of the inelastic douterons and pions in the 
TOF and pulse height distributions of S4. 
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Target Cuts 

Z at the Target 

T at the Target 

O 
O 

Figure 10: Geometry cuts at the Y and Z at the tax*get*f The 
cuts on Y at the targot are at +/-20 halfwlroa. 
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scintillator cuts accounted for 12% of the neutron triggers. 

Zero coordinates, where one or more MWPCs failed to have a readout 

accounted for 28% more. The biggest bite, nearly 50% of the 

neutron tags, resulted from multiple readout events, where there 

were 3 or more hits in one or more of the plane coordinates. These 

events occured predominately in the neutron arm. When these events 

were analyzed, it was found that the planes were essentially light¬ 

ing up. The first two coordinates for the multiple readout were 

written on the data tape, and these events were found to populate 

the low wire number quadrant of PI and P2. This severe multiple 

readout problem was due either to the beam's microstructure, junk 

sprayed from the brass plates, and/or the plane's low operating 

efficiency which generates large amount of noise. These events 

were thrown out. 

Another 7% of the triggers were events in which one or more 

coordinates in the neutron arm had two hits. Only 0.3% of these 

events could form a reasonable vertex. The remaining 4% of the 

events were single track events. The double hit events were not 

analyzed because they were of dubious quality (as determined by 

multiple readout analysis) and because they were at most a 5% 

addition to the statistics. The Monte Carlo found that only 5% 

of the retrivable events should have been doubles, (see Appendix 1). 

The information written on the DST consisted of scintillator 

pulse heights and TOFs, the slow proton's angles and momentum, the 
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fast particle's angles, plate conversion position and identity. 

From these quantities, all the necessary kinematical quantities 

could be constructed at the DST level of analysis. 

3.2 DST Analysis 

The DST analysis determined the quasi-elastic background, 

since all the inelastic events were removed during the preliminary 

analysis. Quasi-elastic protons/neutrons come from the bound 

nucleons in the target which are not spin polarized. Our system 

has a considerable acceptance for these events and the amount of 

quasi-elastic contamination must be determined to arrive at correct 

values of A and Ann. 

The momentum distribution DPI, which is PI(measured) - PI 

(calculated from Oj) has significant quasi-elastic contamination. 

As seen in Figure 11, DPI has a markedly asymmetrical shape. The 

shoulder on the negative side is due to low t quasi-elastics that 

the PPT magnet preferentially bends into the proton arm's acceptance. 

This assertion is proved by dividing DPI into four regions as shown 

and looking for elastic peaks in the resulting coplanarity distrib¬ 

utions D$2• Figure 12 shows the result of this test. Regions 1 

and 2 clearly show quasi-elastic coplanarity distributions, while 

regions 3 and 4 show pronounced elastic peaks in their coplanarity 

distributions. Cuts were made at ±60 MeV/c on this basis. The 

missing and invariant masses have essentially the same information 

as DPI, so their cuts were secondary in nature. 
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0 PI (MEASURED) - PI (CALCULATED) 
o 

o 

Figure 11: Proton DPI distribution. The asymmetrical shape 
is due to low t quas [—elastic?* scattered into the acceptance 
by the PPT magnet. The regions 1-4 refer to Figure 12., 
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Coplanarlty as a Function of DPI 

RogTon 1 
DP I< -100 H« v/o 

-is, oo -i.oo S', oo 
DPH12 (0«gr«««) 

R»gfon 2 

-100 Mmt/c <DP1< -40 He*/c 

Rtgton 3 R«gTon 4 

-40 Nof/o <DP1< 20 Hof/e 

Figure 12: These regional coplanarlty graphs were used to 
determine the DPI cuts according to which regions evidenced 
elastic coplanarlty peaks* 



The width for DPI can calculated from the expected resolution 

in 0j. The resolution due to wire spacing of the MWPCs in measur¬ 

ing 0! was 0.24° while multiple scattering in the target accounted 

for another 1.2°. The average event is off center by 0.5 cm in X 

at the target, and the resulting change in /B*dl accounts for 

another 1.0°. A conservative estimate of the beam divergence of 

1 mr would account for another 0.5°, for a total resolution of 

1.7° in 0j. The cuts of 1.5° and -l.° on D02 were made on this 

basis. This width in 0i corresponds to a width in DPI of 100 

MeV/c which agrees with the experimental width of ^120 MeV/c. 

The coplanarity distribution D$2 ($2(measurec0 “ $2(ca^cu^atecl 

from $j)) is shown in Figure 13. The distribution is wide because 

the neutron arm was set to a small angle. This histogram deter¬ 

mined which events were elastic and which were quasi-elastic. The 

elastic signal and it's quasi-elastic background are needed to 

accurately calculate the signal to noise ratio which determines 

the effective target polarization of our event sample. D$2 was 

divided into 5 symmetric regions as shown. The elastic and quasi- 

elastic D$2 regions were found by a combination of looking for 

elastic peaks in the opening angle distribution and the values of 

Apn as a function of region. Figure 14 shows the opening angle 

plots as a function of coplanarity region. Regions 4 and 5 show 

a strong elastic peak while regions 1 and 2 have no elastic peak. 

Region 3 has a weak elastic peak. Figure 15 shows the spin 



0 $2(MERSURED) - $2(CALCULRTED) 
o 

o 

Figure 13: Proton DPhl 2 distribution, 
refer to Figure 14 and Figure 15. 

The regions 1-5 
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D02 as a Function of D$ 2 

Rtgton i Region 2 

R«gton 3 R«g!oa V R«gton 5 

Figure 14: These regional opening angle graphs were used to 
determine the background and elastic cuts on DPhl2. Elastic 
peaks are clearly seen In regions 4 and 5. Quas I -e 1 as 11 o 
distributions are seen In regions 1 and 2. 
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R and Rnn as a Function of D&2 

o 

Figure 15: These plots of proton elastic A and Ann were 
used in conjunction with those of Figure 14 to determine the 
background and elastic cuts on DPhl2. A is roughly equal 
for all coplanarlty regions* Ann goes to zero in regions 
1-3 because of quas 1-e1 astic contamination. 
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parameters A and A^n as a function of coplanarity region. Ann 

goes to zero in region 1-3 indicating a predominance of quasi- 

elastics. A is roughly constant over the entire distribution. 

Quasi-elastics have the same A as elastics because the effective 

target polarization of the event sample has little influence on 

the value of A when A and Ann are small. On this basis, the back¬ 

ground cuts of -9° and 11° and elastic cuts of -5° and 7° were made 

in D$2• 

The opening angle distributions for elastics and quasi-elastics 

were the basis for the background determination. The tails of the 

elastic signal were analytically matched with the tails of the 

quasi-elastic background as determined by the coplanarity cuts. 

Figure 16 shows how well the tails for both np and pp elastic events 

matched up. This procedure was followed for both t-bins. The 

np elastic background between cuts was 26% and 41% for -t=0.25 to 

0.38 and -t=0.38 to 0.60 respectively, while the pp elastic back¬ 

ground between cuts was 47% and 31% for the same t-bins. 

The np and pp elastic backgrounds and De2 tails were somewhat 

different. This can be explained by differences in the way neutrons 

and protons angles were measured. The neutron are at a higher t 

because they are not bent by the PPT magnet, while the protons are. 

The PPT magnetic field actually changes the systems acceptance for 

np and pp elastic events. Also the neutron and proton opening angle 

measurement was quite different as described earlier. 
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E1astîc/BacKground Matching 
i n D02 

Background for Neutrons 

Background for Protons 
O 
O 

Figure 16; The elastic and quasi-elastic background signals 
for neutrons and protons. The background is subtracted to 
&*1 ve the correct values of A and Ann. 
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3.3 Formulae for A and Ann 

The formulae for the spin parameters A and Apn are 

widely quoted as 

A= 2*(N(+t)-N(++)) (5) 
(Pb+Pt)*(N(++)+N(it)+N(t+)+N(+4-)) 

and Ann= N(-H-)+N(44)-N(t+)-N(-H-) (6) 
Pb*Pt*(N(++)+N(++)+M(++)+N(4-+)) 

where Pb and Pt are the beam and target polarizations respectively. 

N(BT) are the normalized event rates for beam and target polarizations 

up (t) and down (+). These expressions are based on the assumptions 

that the beam polarization, target polarization, and efficiency 

are the same for up and down polarizations. In this analysis, we 

have relaxed some of these assumptions to arrive at more general 

formulae for A and Ann. 

The spin dependent event rates R(BT) are given by 

R(BT) = Io(BT)*Nt*a(BT)MBT)*A (7) 

where Io(BT) is the incident beam intensity, is the number of 

target atoms per unit area, a(BT) is the spin dependent differential 

cross section, a(BT) is the experimental efficiency, and A is the 

experimental acceptance. The spin dependent differential cross 

section o(BT) can be expressed in terms of A and Ann by 

cr(BT) = oo*[l+(±Pb±Pt)*A ± Pb*Pt*\J (8) 

where 00 is the spin-averaged differential cross section. At this 

point we assume that the acceptance is independent of the beam 

and target polarizations and the efficiency is a function of target 
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polarization a(T) only, since the beam polarity is flipped pulse 

to pulse, while the target polarity is switched less often. We 

assume Pb is the same for each beam polarity. 

One can define the normalized event rate N(BT) as 

N(BT) = R(BT)/Io(BT) (9) 

and the constant X(T) as 

\(T) = Nt*A*cro*a(T). (10) 

Substituting these definitions into equations (8) one obtains 

N(tt) = X(+)*[l+(B++T+)*A+B+*T+*Ann] (ID 

N(+t) = A(+)*[l+(-3++T+)*A-B+*T+*Ann] (12) 

N(++) = X(+)*[l+(B+-T+)*A-B+*T+*Ann] (13) 

N(++) - X(+)*[l+(-B+-T+)*A+B+*T+*Ann] (14) 

where B,^ and T+ï+ are the absolute values of the polarization 

for target down and uo runs respectively. We then define the 

asymmetries for target up A+ and down A+ runs by 

A+ = [N(++)-N(++)]/[N(++)+N(++)] (15) 

A4. = [N (++) -N ( ++ ) 3/( +4’)+N ( ++ ) ]. (16) 

Eauations (11)-(14) can then be inverted to give 

A = 

^nn 

ÇB**T**Ax+Bx*Tx*Atl 
LB+*T+*(B++T^A;)+B+*T+*.(B+-Tf*A+)j 

>B;*V(B;-T;*A+)] [B+*T|*(B^+T|*A+ 

(17) 

(18) 

It is important to realize the sensitivity in equations 

(17) and (18) to the experimental input parameters which are the 

beam and target polarizations and the beam monitoring (Normalized 
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event rate). A is much more sensitive than Ann to the relative 

value of the beam monitoring. This can best be seen by viewing 

equations (17) and (18) as analogs of equations (5) and (6). A is 

the difference between a beam up run and a beam down run in the 

numerator, while Ann is the difference between one pair of beam 

UD/down runs and another pair of beam up/down runs which cancels 

the effect. 

A and Ann are both sensitive to the beam polarization, but 

Ann is more sensitive to the target polarization than A. In this 

experiment A and Ann are both small, so it follows that the asym¬ 

metries A+ and A+ are also small. Experimentally and B+, and, 

T+ and T+ are roughly equal ( maximum deviation of ^20%), so the 

sensitivity of equations (17) and (18) to the target and beam pol¬ 

arization can be determined. Using the above assumptions, in equa¬ 

tion (18) the terms in the parentheses (B+>+±Tfj+*Af9+) cancel leaving 

Ann * [At+A+]/[Bf*T++B+*T+]. (19) 

Ann is clearly dependent on both the target and beam polarization. 

Using the same assumption in equation (17), we can cancel the 

B+ +*T+,+ terms leaving 

A = [A++A+]/[B++T+*A++B++T+*A+]. (20) 

The product T+J+*A+j+ is much smaller than B+j+ because A+j+ is 

small. Ignoring that term leaves 

A = [A++A+]/[B++B+], (21) 

which explains why A is insensitive to the target polarization. 
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The underlying reason that A is insensitive to the value of the 

target polarization goes back to our choice of Af +. We chose 

A+>4, as the beam up/down asymmetry for target up/down runs. Ex¬ 

perimentally the polarity of the beam was changed pulse to pulse 

while the target polarity was changed less frequently. This choice 

of Afj+ reduces the systematic errors associated with the spin 

up/down event rates to a pulse to pulse time scale. 

As a result of the quasi-elastic background, the values of A 

and Ann must be corrected to account for the unpolarized contam¬ 

ination to the data. In equations (17) and (18), T+ and T+ are 

the effective polarization of the final good events. In our 

analysis, we used the free target polarization and later corrected 

A and Ann by subtracting the quasi-elastic background. The effective 

target polarization of our event sample is given by 

peff = p£ree*(All events/Elastic events). (22) 

So the corrected value of Ann is given by 

Ann ' A„„(Pjree)/P?ff, (23) 

where Ann(P£ree) is the value that we determined beforehand. 

3.4 Beam Monitoring and Accidentals 

We had a monitoring system and planned to use it to 

determine the normalized event rates, but there was a large inherent 

4:1 asymmetry in the left and right arms of the monitor. This 

may have resulted from poor geometry or a bad scintillator(s). 

Figure 17 shows how the monitor system MON worked. The ratio 
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MON+/MON- should lie somewhere between the ratios SV+/SV- and 

S3+/S3-, since they are on the neutron and proton arms respectively. 

The difference between SV and S3 is due to the spin asymmetries 

from the polarized beam. In addition, MON does not track SV and 

S3 consistently. For the above reasons MON was discarded and the 

average of SV+/SV- and S3+/S3- was used to determine the normalized 

event rates. 

The micro-structure of the beam resulted in a large accidental 

rate of VI0-202» of the tags. Since accidental are not correlated 

in time or 0 and $, they seem like quasi-elastics. The accidentals, 

which were cut down by the various cuts, only accounted for «vl-2% 

of the final quasi-elastic sample. The accidental contamination 

was handled by the quasi-elastic backgroundsubtraction. 



CHAPTER 4 

Discussion of Results 

4.1 Systematic Errors 

The errors quoted in section 4.2 for the results of 

this experiment are simply the statistical errors based on Poisson 

statistics of the counting rates. The assignment of relative 

systematic errors as a function of event type (np or pp elastic 

scattering), t-bin, and spin measurement (A or Apn) are discussed 

in detail in this section. 

The beam polarization was measured to ±10% statistical 

accuracy in an hour. The Michigan group has assigned a systematic 

error of ±2% to the polarimeter measurement with an incident pol¬ 

arized proton beam [Mi2]. However, with a polarized deuteron 

beam the systematic error is higher due to the Fermi energy of 

the deuteron smearing the pp elastic distribution. A value of 

±3% is assigned to the polarimeter polarization measurement of 

the deuteron beam. In addition, the transfer of the polarization 

information to our runs as described in section 2.3 is assigned 

an additional error of ±4%. Taking these errors in quadruture 

results in a ±5% systematic error in the measurement of the beam 

polarization. Since Ann is proportional to l/P^, a ±5% systematic 
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error is assigned for Ann> but since A is proportional to 

l/(Pb+pt) P[}'
v'0*8)» a ±4^ systematic error is assigned 

to A. 

The major systematic errors for Ann resulted from the un¬ 

certainty in the target polarization. We estimated the relative 

uncertainty in the measured Pt to be ±6%, resulting from a ±3% 

error in the temperature measurement and a ±5% error in the 

measurement of the thermal equilibrium signal. The effect of the 

systematic uncertainty from the quasi-elastic background was 

accounted for separately in each t-bin for np and pp elastic scat¬ 

tering. The error in the background was determined by reason¬ 

able estimates as to what the range of the background to elastic 

signal matchup could be. For np elastic scattering the background 

systematics were assigned to be ±24% and ±26% for the low t-bin 

(-t=0.25-0.38 (GeV/c)2) and the high t-bin (-t=0.38-0.60 (GeV/c)2) 

respectively. For pp elastic scattering, these systematic errors 

were assigned as ±20% and ±15% for the same low and high t-bins 

respectively. Since Ann is proportional to 1/Pt, the systematic 

errors in Ann are equal to the systematics in the effective target 

polarization. However, the effect of the systematics on A is 

less than 1%. The reason for the insensitivity of the effective 

target polarization on A is described in section 3.3. 

The major systematic errors in A resulted from uncertainties 

in the beam monitoring as described in section 3.4. The absolute 
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value of the monitoring lay somewhere between SV+/SV- and S3+/S3-. 

The average of the two counting rates was used, so the uncertainty 

in the monitoring is 0.75%. This small systematic error causes 

a much larger systematic error of ±11% in A, but this error has 

no effect on the value of Ann. In addition, there are systematic 

errors in the relative monitoring rate of ±2% and of ±1% un¬ 

certainties in both A and Ann. 

The effect of the 10-20% accidental rates in the systematic 

error was negligible. The accidentals duplicated quasi-elastics, 

for which the systematic error was discussed earlier. That is, 

the accidentals are part of the quasi-elastic background. 

Also, there is possible contamination of inelastics in the 

np and pp elastic signal. Though there is no evidence of inelastics, 

a systematic of ±1% is assigned to be on the safe side. The 

contamination of np elastic in pp elastic and visa vera is clearly 

seen in Figure 7, the veto counter distribution, np contamination 

of pp elastic data is negligible, however, pp contamination is 

assigned a ±3% error in the np elastic signal. The above effects 

give ±1% systematics for A and Ann from inelastics and ±3% system¬ 

atises for A and Ann for pp contamination of np elastic events. 

The total error in the measurements can be summarized as fol¬ 

lows by taking all the various errors in quadruture. For pp elastic 

data A has a total systematic error of ±12%, low t-bin Ann has a 

total systematic error of ±22%, and high t-bin Ann has a total 
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systematic error of ±17%. For np elastic data A has a total 

systematic error of ±12%, and low t-bin Ann has a total systematic 

error of ±26%, and high t-bin Ann has a total systematic error 

of ±27%. 

4.2 Results 

Figures 18 and 19 show the results of this experiment along 

with previous data at the same momenta and angular regions. The pp 

elastic data in Figure 18 agrees with previous data for A and /or Ann 

of Miller et. al. [Mil], Diebold et. al. [Dil], and Borghini et. al. [Bol]. 

Figure 19 shows the np elastic spin parameters along with pre¬ 

vious A data of Diebold et. al. [Dil] and higher t Ann data points of 

Crabb et. al. [Cr2]. Our data along with that of Crabb et. al. confirm 

that Ann is definitely negative and not particularly small at low t. 

The data does not appear to be consistent with a mirror symmetry with 

respect to pp elastic Ann. np elastic Ann is fairly large even at 

these small t values. Thus for np elastic scattering spins anti- 

parallel scattering is more probable than spins parallel scattering, 

which is clearly the opposite of pp elastic scattering. 

The numerical values and the statistical error for A and A  nn 

appear in Table 3 below 

Table 3: Values of A and A 
nn 

Reaction -t (GeV/c)2 A(%) Ann(%) 

pp-»-pp 0.25-0.38 12.52±0.85 8.96±2.03 
0.38-0.60 9.85±0.94 9.24+1.68 

np-rnp 0.25-0.38 
0.38-0.60 

-7.50±4.22 
-3.93±4.54 

-11.17±7.83 
-10.64±10.29 
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4.3 Theoretical Models 

One of the primary objectives of measuring elastic np 

scattering is to construct the np elastic scattering martix. There 

are 16 complex amplitudes but parity invariance, time reversal 

invariance, and identical particle symmetry reduce the number of 

independent amplitudes to 5. Of course, neutrons and protons are 

not identical particles, but isotopic spin invariance and charge 

symmetry reduce the number of amplitudes to 5. The 1=1 |np> state 

has the same matrix elements at |pp>. The 1=0 |np> state has the 

same amplitude relation as 1=1 but with the opposite sign [Pel]. 

The experimental observables A and Ann can be expressed in terms of 

any set of five independent amplitudes. Most theoretical work in 

high energy NN elastic scattering has used the helicity representation, 

in which the spin component of each particle is specified along its 

direction of motion. The standard s-channel helicity amplitudes are 

*1= <++ M ++> 
$2= <  M ++> 
$3= <+- M +-> 
$4= <+- M - + > 
$5= <++ M 

A
 1 +
 

where M is the NN scattering matrix. and $3 are helicity non¬ 

flip amplitudes, $2 
ar,d $4 are double-flip amplitudes and $5 is 

the single-flip amplitude. In terms of 's the spin average 

differential cross section, A, and Ann are given by 

O = 1/2*[|$1| + |$2| "H $31 "H $41 +4*1^51 ] 
o*A = Im[(l1+*g+*3-*4) *$5] (25) 

°*Ann = 2*l®sl f ReC*i**2*+*3V]. 
Several theoretical models, in specific, optical, Regge type 
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exchange, and quark interchange models have been proposed to account 

for observed structure in np and pp elastic spin parameters. The 

optical model of Durand and Halzen [Hal] gives a simple model for 

interpreting spin measurement experiments. The model uses general 

information on the impact parameter structure of the nucleon combined 

with the assumption that polarized nucleons predominately interact 

through a spin-orbit force. The model predicts magnitude and 

angular dependence of the spin parameters. The results of the 

model state that I\(Q)'W
,
/O and Ann(0)'vj"/a where a is the differential 

cross section do/da, o' is da/d0 and a" is the second derivative with 

respect to 0. This yields a good fit to pp elastic A and Ann data 

in the low t region. Since the differential cross section for pp 

elastic is much the same as that of np elastic for low t [Stl], this 

model predicts that np and pp elastic A and Ann are the same. 

Predictions for and A and Ann in the framework of a "Reggeized 

absorption model" of Kane and Siedl [Kal] makes use of fits for 

Regge trajectories for p, Ag, 8, ", etc. for the various he!icity 

amplitudes. In the context of this model absorption is a rescattering 

effect. The model is fair to good in describing pp elastic A and 

Ann and np elastic A in the low t regions. (The model does not have 

predictions for np elastic Ann). But the high t np elastic data 

for A from reference [Mai] is large and negative while the model 

predicts a small and positive value of A. 

The final type model considered is a quark interchange model 

(QIM) in the framework of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) by Farrar 

et. al. [Fal] and independently by Brodsky et. al. [Brl] with an 
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extension of the model by Wolter [Wol]. The model relates NN 

amplitudes to quark amplitudes by assuming that the spin of the nuc¬ 

leon is carried by its constituent quarks. Thus spin up and spin 

down nucleon states are given by 

|N(+)> = |q(+)q(+)q(-)> + |q(+)q(-)q(+)> (26) 

+ |q(-)q(+)q(+)> - w-j + w2 + w3 

|N(-)> = |q(-)q(-)q(+)> + |q(-)q(+)q(-)> (27) 

+ |q(+)q(-)q(-)> = «4 + Wg + Wg 

where q(+/~) is the appropriate up or down quark in the nucleon and 

W. is a particular quark configuration. So |N(+)>|N(+)>-> |N(+)>|N(+)> 

corresponds to the matrix element <++|M|++>=$!, for example. Quark 

helicity conservation at the quark level implies $>2=$4=0 [Dul]. 

However, an instanton helicity changing mechanism is proposed to allow 

$2 to be different from 0. The basic model predicts pp elastic Ann 

to be 33% over the entire angular region and np elastic Ann to be 

-44% for all angles. The effect of the instanton is to allow |Ann| 

to rise monotonically in the higher angular region (e^ZO0) from 

33% to 64% at 90° for pp elastic Ann and from -44% to -57% for np 

elastic Ann. The model unfortunately predicts A to be zero for all 

angles since $5=0. 

A recent modification of the QIM by 6. F. Wolter [Wol] realizes 

angular structure in Ann without resorting to instantons. The quark 

helicity amplitude is F(©) = A(e) + $(e) where F is the total helicity 

amplitude, A is the anti-symmetric amplitude, and S is the symmetric 

amplitude. If the ratio of A(e) to S(©) is not equal to 1 (=1 in 

[Fal]) striking structure in Ann is allowed with just three helicity 



ampltudes. In addition a very interesting sum rule comes out of 

the theory. 

4*a*0+Aün) = anWP) np nn' pp nn' (28) 

onp and Opp are the np and pp differential cross sections respectively. 

This sum rule is independent of the two unknown parameters of this 

model. In the low t domain vr so one would predict A^p - -70% np pp r nn 

since ALP =10%. Wolter points out that the model breaks down at low nn r 

2 
transverse momentum The model seems to work at high (Pt > 

2 3.6 (GeV/c) ). Since no high P. np elastic A data is available 
V fill 

this conjecture cannot be confirmed yet. 

It appears that none of the models proposed so far are entirely 

satisfactory in describing A and Ann for low t NN elastic scattering. 

However, it would be interesting to confirm (or deny) Wolter's model 

at high P., since the earlier pp elastic A measurements would 

determine np elastic A,. r nn 



APPENDIX 1 

Monte Carlo 

A.l The Program 

A Monte Carlo computer program attempts to duplicate the 

physical world by transforming the randomness of physical processes 

into their statistical equivalents. A random number generator is 

used to simulate the variations of nature by weighing the random 

rumber distribution according to known statistical distributions 

for the process [Byl]. The Monte Carlo technique was used in this 

case to determine the optimal setup for the neutron detector and 

to determine the neutron/proton detection efficiency for that 

design. The processes generated by the Monte Carlo were the incident 

particle conversion vertex in the brass, the individual reaction 

channels np-*X, pp-»-X, and nn-*X, the resultant partiele(s) angular 

distributions, momentum distributions and energy loss in the brass. 

The np elastic differential cross section da/dt was used to 

determine the x position of the reaction vertex from the scattering 

angle from the target [Stl ,St2,Pel]. Even though da/dt 'v, e"^ over 

the angular region covered by the brass plates, the event rate 

fall off across the plate is much milder due to the effect of the 

Lorentz transformation from the center of mass to laboratory frame. 

The z position is determined by the relation I(z) = Io*e"NtoZ, where 

I is the beam flux and N^. is the target density [Sel], The y 
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distribution was calculated from a flat distribution since the 

cross section is independent of $. 

The individual reaction channel cross sections were obtained 

from many sources in the literature [Anl,Bal,Brl,Col,Gal,Ga2,Mil]. 

Isospin invariance was used to obtain nn-»-X cross sections from known 

pp->-X cross sections ( for example a(pFH-pnir+) = a(npir”)). Only 

relative cross sections greater than lmb were included in the Monte 

Carlo. This requirement made NN-HiNirnr the highest multiplicity 

event type allowed and threw out all strange particle production. 

The reactions with four pion production were down by at least an 

order of magnitude from the three pion production. 

The angular distributions for the resultant pions and nucleons 

were obtained from the literature in the the case for one pion and 

hypothesized for the two/three pion case. The nucleons for one pion 

production have an angular distribution similar to elastic scattering. 

The pion distribution is sharply peaked in the forward direction and 

weakly peaked in the backward direction due to A production [Gal]. 

The model used for two/three pion distributions was to progressively 

flatten both distributions. The azimuthal distribution was isotropic 

for all angles. 

There were not any momentum distributions for scattered particles 

in the literature. The hypothesized momentum distributions were based 

on the amount of the total center of mass energy the nucleons shared. 

They were hypothesized to split evenly <^80% of the total energy with 

the pions sharing the rest of the available energy. Thus energy 

was conserved and momentum was conserved on the average. As the 
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percentage of the total energy varied the detection efficiency 

remained fairly constant. As more energy is given to the pions, the 

more likely that they are detected by the system and the less 

energetic protons are less likely to be seen. 

Energy loss was used to determine if low momentum particles 

would be stopped in the brass. Energy loss eliminated the large 

and backward angle scatterign in the center of mass, which would 

have low momentum when transformed back to the lab. 

A.2 Results 

The detection efficiency was optimized when the detector 

components were as close together as possible, and the MWPCs were 

offset to low angles to pick up the more copiously produced low t 

events. This is not surprising since the above setup increased 

the available phase space of the detector. 

The neutron conversion efficiency was calculated to be 3.7%, 

where the conversion efficiency is the ratio of detected events to 

incoming neutrons. The Monte Carlo predicted a neutron/proton 

detection ratio of ^25. The experimental neutron/proton tag ratio 

was 23.5, which shows nice agreement. 

The most important prediction was that single track events would 

be the dominate event type topology. Single tracks were predicted 

to occur in 95% of the neutron events while the experimental value 

was 93%. This prediction helped to eliminate the need to analyze 

multiple track events. A large number of events have a particle 

which hit the first MWPC PI but missed the second MWPC P2, because 

they came from large angle scatters. This problem severely restricted 
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the detectability of multiple track events with our system. 

Figure 20 shows the neutron distributions for the Monte 

Carlo and the experimental data. The Monte Carlo was able to generate 

the general shape of the distribution but shows a sharper contrast 

in the dips and peaks. This is most likely due to the fact that 

only a small band of the brass produced the experimental results. 

The 10" magnet aperature on the proton arm only allowed 4" of the 

brass to be used, while the Monte Carlo considered the entire 11" 

of brass. 

The Monte Carlo generated general features for the neutron 

detector quite well, but was not able to predict very specific 

features. This is not surprising since the program was designed 

as a efficiency optimization and efficiency calculation. 
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Strass Distributions 

Experimental Distribution 

Monte Carlo Distribution 

Figure 20: Experimental and Monte Carlo neutron distribu¬ 
tions for Phi(brass). 
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